What kind of storm can we 'really' expect, and what kind of storm can we really handle?

To answer this in depth would require a lot of engineering time, but using some available facts, logic and
a rule-of-thumb or two we can get close enough to feel comfortable.
At 2280 feet the Lake is around 500 acres. At 2290 feet it grows to around 750 acres. Using 720 acres as
a 'round number' we get a convenient ratio to remember;

1 inch of rain equals one foot of lake elevation with no (zero) outflow
This says that a rainfall of 10 inches will fill the lake up to 2290/2291 feet. A 12 inch rainfall would fill it
up to the very brink; again, without any outflow.
At 2280 there is zero outflow. At 2290/91 there is 19,000 cubic feet per second (CFS) outflow. 19,000
CFS equates to a steady, even rainfall across the watershed of 2.18 inches per hour.

We can withstand steady rainfall across the entire watershed of 2.18 inches per hour
FOREVER; even more than 40 days and 40 nights... and never get higher than 2291 feet...
Only a total rainfall of greater than 12 inches AND sustained rainfall beyond that of greater than 2 inches
per hour can possibly fill/overtop the Lake, today.

We can take comfort in the fact that this would take a storm more than twice as severe as has
occurred in the Johnstown area, ever, to overtop the dam today.
The National Weather Service, NOAA (the same folks who predict the PMF), TODAY on their web site,
still predict the once-every-1000-year storm for Indian Lake as 6.5 inches in 6 hours, 9.7 in 24 hours and
12 inches over 10 days. This wouldn't fill the lake more than half-way...
The actual NWS download is attached.

